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Hidden Art

Madison McMurray
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flowing across the paper,
as my eyes dance across the page,
to soak in every single graphite letter.
And as an artist would while viewing the
Mona Lisa,
I am moved to tears, and those giant globs of sadness,
like paint, fall off my cheeks and onto the cursive letters,
turning them into some fuzzy,
unrecognizable masterpiece.
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Searching

Rachel Goldie
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Where can one find three in this age of none?
In a season of ashes and burning shadows.
Where the lack of light leaks through every pour,
And is drained in bitterness bent over kitchen sinks.
As if we were the thirsting beasts of a wilderlove,
There we remember the taste of song,
When these carbon ribs scarcely restrained jubilant eruption.
Is the soul a canary and love the mine?
Will we exchange the pursuit of ancient veins,
For the fear of cold collapse?
Where one feels resigned under the weight of mistake.

Send it hissing against the viscous night that seeps in our ears.
There will the well of everlasting be illumined.
There will the taste of tears be sweet.

Olivia Floyd

May that one find strength to strike a match.

there will well

We crawl and fumble to the liquid edge of beginning.
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Painting

Olivia Floyd

Secrets

Laura-Gray

Assistant Editor’s Choice
We’re supposed to welcome each person who comes in.
Start up a conversation amid too-pink walls and perfectly sculpted
mannequin busts clad in 30DD and extra small panties, which never
sell because most women just don’t wear that size. We ask Her how
long it’s been since she was last sized. I haven’t been measured, or
anything, but I’m wearing the right one. We try not to offend Her as
we tell Her that Most women wear the wrong size, can we please
measure you? and if She lets us we have to make sure she gets the
Full Bra Shopping Experience, having her try on pushups and sports
bras and lacy bras and pick out a thong or two and don’t forget a
fragrance, even if She only came in for another Tee-Shirt bra, or
another Perfect Fit. Always put a woman in the Bombshell bra, tell
Her that it’s our best seller, and it will make Her look like she’s (sell
voice) 2 ½ cup sizes bigger with it on! When she finally relents, and
lets us write her name on a little pink slip and put it in a little pink
holder in front of a door with a floor length mirror and a bra and
panty set, a Very Sexy set, of course, we have to make sure not to let
up because if She buys lots of bras we get paid better. She’ll balk,
but Don’t worry honey we just want to get you the wardrobe of a
woman. We put her in the dressing room, and gather up more slings
for Her to wear, pink and lacy and least one racy one Her husband
will love.
Must make sure to tell her that a Bra Wardrobe consists of at least
eight different bras. When She responds with surprise, and we see
Her adding up how much that costs, we lie and tell Her lots of women buy even more, and that we have at least ten, even though we
would never drop 60 to 90 bucks on one of these bras we see every
day and can’t stand anymore. We tell her Right now I’m wearing a
whatever bra we think of first, flash her a glance of the strap hooked
around our thumb, and slip it back under our black shirt.
She steps into the dressing room with more bras than one woman
needs, into the soft yellow light designed to soften Her wrinkles and
fill out her hips, make Her look prettier, sexier, better somehow so
She’ll think it’s the bras doing it and She’ll buy more, and the light
beside the mirror door comes on and we, the whole store, step into
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the dressing room and tell her yes this is normal, it should fit snug,
straps should not dig into your shoulder, it hooks here, lift the girls
up each time you put on a bra, gotta get them in there snug. She’ll
panic as we say the 34B she’s been wearing doesn’t fit her, and she
needs a 32D. She’ll call us blind. I am not the sort of person to have
boobs that big. Sometimes we re-hook the bra for her, sometimes we
are in there as She takes one off and puts on another. Sometimes we
listen as She complains about her sex life, and sometimes we are in
there while She calls in Her husband and asks Him if He’ll finally do
her if She wears the Very Sexy Bombshell.
We tell Her again and again our names, and in the two seconds it
takes Her to get to the cash register she’s already forgotten. Oh, I
don’t know, she wore black, as we all do, and we have to hope that
we get the commission for all that work because you can’t depend
on Her to remember or care, and you can’t depend on Her to even
remember what we look like, aside from being the woman in the
black shirt, Even though we know that she is Stacy, that her husband
is probably cheating on her with the new neighbor, and she doesn’t
need most of what she bought today. She’ll go back to her room,
cut off the tags, and fold her purchases into her drawer, probably
popping one cup into another to save space even though that wrinkles the padding, and wonder if it will make her beautiful, make her
loved, make her love herself.
We’ll go home, after the mall has closed down, yanking up the gate
just far enough for us to slip under it and slamming it back down,
checking to make sure the gate on the other side is locked. We walk
out as a group. We watch each other climb into our cars. One of
us lights up before sliding into the driver seat, and another yells at
them Weren’t you quitting? But hops into the car and we drive away,
leaving two of us, one waiting for a ride, and one waiting to make
sure we all make it.

Precious

Lacey Todd
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In a Tent, Under a Bridge
Julia Breitkreutz

My tent was green at one point. Or, maybe it was blue. I
can’t quite remember. It used to keep out the cold Boston air. Now
there are holes in the top and all over the sides. The cold whispers to
me. It tells me things and I listen at night when I am all alone. My
lips hurt too much to talk back.
The last time the blue and red lights broke through the dark
night was when Buddy died. He lived under the tarp next to my tent.
Buddy liked to talk about getting his girlfriend back.
“I just have to get my shit together. Then, she’ll take me
back. She loves me.” He would tell me around the fire.
“Where is she, Buddy?” The red embers lit up Buddy’s face.
His sunken cheeks made him look like a starving soldier.
“She’s waiting on me, I know it.”
Sandra found Buddy’s body on a sunny January morning.
He looked like a mummy, all bundled up in his green sleeping bag.
She screamed and I wobbled over. Buddy’s eyes were open. They
were cloudy. His mouth was cracked. A thin line of saliva covered
his chin. I was too scared too touch him so I wobbled back to my
tent. Sandra’s cries echoed under the bridge.
The next morning, Buddy was gone. Another one was there.
I didn’t ask what his name was. I didn’t care to know.
Buddy never got his girl back.
•••
There is only this moment. This feeling. Nothing else matters. The rush enters and I am overtaken. I am falling deeper and
deeper into this space. I want to stay here forever. This place is warm
and nice. Out there, it is cold and people hurt. Buddy is dead out
there. I have to stay here where there is no pain to be felt. Yellow. All
is yellow and fuzzy here.
“Get up, motherfucker.” The yellow is gone. The high is over.
“Wha—what—get the fuck outta here, man.” My mouth feels
like sandpaper.
His nose is red and big like a balloon. I stare at it for a long
time.
“I said, get up. Seriously, Ralph?” Balloon nose moves closer
to me. I can’t find words. I am still coming down from that yellow
place. I never want to leave it.
“Who,” I start to say. The ‘o’ sound feels thick in my dry
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mouth, “Who are you?”
Then I see the rest of balloon nose. My vision is becoming clearer. I
take in all the details I seemed to have forgotten. The big lips that used to always
smile, the green eyes and the thick, Italian eyebrows. The brown beanie with the
faded North Face logo. The rough hands that taught me how to defend myself
years ago are unzipping my jacket. His fingers feel cold on my neck.
“Steven?” It comes out as a whisper, but he hears.
“Shhh, don’t talk.” I feel his fingers find my pulse. Now, everything feels
purple. Nostalgia. Memories come back and I feel heavy.
“How long ago did you use, Ralph? Tell me the truth.” He takes something from his bookbag. I want to lift my head to look but am too weak, too
tired.
“How did you find me?” I stare at the holes in my tent. I see the sky. The
clouds are feathery. They are moving away. I hear Steven rummage through his
bag.
“Answer my question, first, Ralph. How long ago?”
“I don’t know, a few hours? It doesn’t matter. I’m fine.”
“Don’t say that. Never say that again, okay? You are not fine. You are
fucked up.”
He crouches over me and pulls my head off the ground. There is a plastic
water bottle in his hand. Slowly, my hands reach for it. I have never wanted anything more in my life.
I want to say something to Steven. Emotions are rising within me, long
forgotten emotions. The hot summer afternoons spent exploring the creek in our
childhood backyard, the fights over who got to pick what to watch on Saturday
mornings, the look of pure happiness on Steven’s face when he told me about
Pam’s pregnancy. All these and more come back to me and I feel light headed. I
want to tell Steven how much I love him but it is hard to cross that bridge that
stretches between us.
“Are you scared?” My voice is stronger now. I push myself up off the
ground with my hands. Steven does not sit down. He just crouches.
“Of what?”
“Dying.”
Silence. I see the corner of Steven’s mouth turn down. I know him. I
know he is scared of dying. There is always caution with Steven, despite what
strangers think. He is a man of comfort and caution. Still, I ask.
“Why are you asking me that?” There is a flicker in Steven’s eyes. He is
angry that I brought it up. He messes with his jacket and I notice his fingernails.
They are neat and clean.
Our Grandma died when I was fourteen and Steven was sixteen. Death
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In this place, I meet Death once more. I am drifting and I feel Death
encompass me and then all is blue. I am sinking further and further away from
all that I know. There is no time, no way to tell how long I have been sinking into
this blue space. I feel warm all over. My body is not mine anymore, it exists only
as fragments.
I am at peace. I am blue.
But Death does not want me. Death brings me down as far as he can
only to push me back up. Death takes me away from this beautiful space and
returns me to the tent with the holes all over it. I am cold once again. I am alive.
The wind whispers through the holes around me. I can’t understand what the
wind says, so I just lay there and wait.
•••
The box is still there. I blink and it doesn’t disappear. Whatever Steven
brought here is bound to bring up the past. I don’t want to remember anything. It
hurts too much to remember. Slowly, I rise up on my elbows. The needle is still in
me. I take it out. My skin is purple and dotted with little marks.
My hands shiver as I reach out to grab the box at the bottom of my sleeping bag. It is square and heavy. There is one word on the top. Grandma. I trace
each letter with my finger, allowing the word to form on my lips. I whisper it to
the night.
“Grandma.” The word feels unnatural on my lips.
Time passes as I hold the box. I hear the cars passing over the bridge. I
imagine the many people stuck in rush hour traffic. How many are going home?
How many are leaving somewhere? Suddenly, I feel overwhelmed by the amount
of emotions humans are capable of feeling. I shake my head. Tears are forming in
my eyes as I clumsily tear the tape off of the box.
Wrapped in bubble wrap, I find a miniature photo album. The cover of
it says Ralph. I shudder seeing my name written in that familiar handwriting.
The smallness and precision of each letter, the way the curves of each letter flow
romantically into the next word or sentence. It is my Grandma’s handwriting.
Each page represents a year in my life. I close my eyes and imagine my Grandma’s small, delicate hands creating this book. There is a picture of me standing on
the school stage after winning the spelling bee in the fourth grade. Underneath
the picture, there is a detailed description of the event in that same flowy script.
I flip to the end of the book, past miniscule achievements and awkward
school photos to see where my Grandma stopped. Her handwriting is jagged and
sloppy from the morphine that they gave her in the hospital. I feel my face growing hot. This is too much. Still, I read on.
It is a letter…
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…to me.
Dear Ralph, you make me very proud. I love you so much. Never forget

There is more, but her words turn big and loopy. I can’t read it and I am
glad for that.
The colors are too much. I am used to feeling one color at a time. Yellow.
Green. Purple. They exist by themselves. But now, they are blending and creating
new colors and I feel so small. I forgot what it was like to feel like this.
My body falls in slow motion. I curl myself into a ball on my sleeping
bag. This is what it is like to remember. It hurts like a motherfucker. I love you so
much. The words feel red and purple and green.
The cold air whispers to me as I lay there. I find my voice and respond.
“I—I remember. I remember who I am.”
This tent is too small now. I have let the colors blend and expand and
now, this tent is confining me. Death lingers here. It is in my needle, buried
in my sleeping bag, it lays like a thick fog over the people who live under this
bridge. I have lived with Death as a roommate for too long.
I crawl out of my cell and breathe in deeply that cold Boston air. The cars
above me are going fast, so fast that the bridge comes to life with vibrations. I
pick myself up and walk. My knees are shaky and I am weak. Still, I see the colors
around me and I know that I must walk on.
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Deliberation

Tessa Benoit

Emotional Masochism

David Johnson
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Brandy by Looking Glass is played softly,
On the corpse of a burned CD.
While she sits across the yellowed grass,
On a charcoal-sunny day,
And smiles crookedly at me.
Doo, doo, doo, doo, doo.
My Life, My Love, My Lady…
She whispers softly in my drum,
“The sea dear, it calls to me.”
And I allow her to sail away,
Miss Lady Brett of Hemingway,
In search for something out at sea.
My toothache-lover, bitter dove.
As she sets forth I whisper,
Cordlessly,
“I’ll be here, waiting, my love.”
She leaves me with a striking line,
“It’s time for you to up-and-go.”
--My lady is the sea-Yes, “Isn’t it pretty to think so.”

La Lune

Edie Estes
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Different Kinds of Heartache
Keelie Mlay

The way my heart
		
stops
			
when I see
a shadow
a dust mote
a ghost
     in the shape of you
		
at the periphery
feel
nothing
				 like
the first big drop of a rollercoaster
swallowing your breath
and
everything
				 like
the gut-wrench of a car swerving
   out of the way
			
just in time.
				
The way my heart
             flutters
when I see
					a loving hand
					a kind eye
					a smile
              in the shape of him
						
coming toward me
feels
						nothing
								 like
the flutter of not knowing
					where you are
					
when you take a wrong turn
					and
						everything
								 like
the warmth of sun and fingers
						on my skin
       after all this time.
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Nowy Sacz, Poland

Wiktoria Piotrowskka-Ruchala
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I decided to pursue Social Work around the same time I lost the ability to
care about anything except surviving the Death Eaters and our Voldemort
leader while holding onto my waning creativity.
Ignore the news, sick of the monster’s name on the lips of weary anchors
just trying to get through to something better.

Ignore the News

Eliza Ponds

Voldemort has never been so bloated and thirsty for porn star pussy. Anchors asked how he grabbed it exactly. “Rough?”
“Vanilla,” she replied before Voldy could stick her voice under the orange
folds of his stomach.
Roll my eyes at pointless concerns because we’re all going to die anyway.
The mass shooting of the week, ocean debris suffocating fishies, lead
floating almost at the brim of dead Flint bodies. Outcry for the children, but
what matters? More guns and plastic water bottles for the children to live
long enough to bleed in the wars and drown in the flood.
NowThis media on my feed to elicit empathy to produce apathy because I
MUST ignore the news.
Sick.
Must drive the haunted VW Jetta that sucks up gas too fast in Rock Hill
traffic.
Fill my Styrofoam Chili’s cup with clear water for the work day, then stick
in a straw for ease of sipping.
Stress about that dollar raise and side-hustles, need to save that $$ for the
next two years of grad school and driving the VW with the flickering engine light so I can keep this connection between me and my vegan lover.
“Save the cows, big doggos,” he cries.
Ignore all the other news, all the rest of the empathy we’re too sick and
tired to hold.

I know I have bad posture

Maggie Claytor 20

Poetry Editor’s Choice
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Work smells like the cash women shove in their dollar tree bras after they
go on a jog
Home smells like red clay mud outside of a double wide trailer parked by a
two-lane street
Vacation smells like sewage running through miles of salty ocean air
Girls’ night smells like sandals with craters in the soles thrown beside a
dumpster
Date night smells like Mario after he runs those laps in that same unwashed
cherry hat every day
Christmas smells like cookie dough being baked with hot sauce and vinegar
and spoiled milk
New Year’s smells like Veego bourbon mixed with four locos
Home smells like hurricanes inside a trash compactor
Still we pretend life smells like oatmeal raison cookies easing through the
wind
and the smoke of too cozy fireplaces like the one’s in a rom-com
and the unbearably gross cologne of a stable and compatible boyfriend
and it even smells like a race track after everyone has left
it doesn’t matter how poignant each scent is or how
long it lasts because
it’s whatever keeps the mental breakdowns a few inches away
so we’ll pretend the only remedy is fragrances with catchy names
like “togetherness at the holidays”
to hide the fact that they are all named
“Keep going, you’ll die one day anyways.”

Lillian Barfield

and those last way longer than a few whiffs of waste and stale liquor

The Bath and Body Works for Existing

College smells like debt people collect trying to be better than their parents
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After Stieglitz

Ashley Roberts

The Beast

Beth Warnken
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Just beyond the ribcage,
was a pulsing in the chest.
And this kingdom was clearly different,
from any of the rest.
It had an unscalable wall,
impenetrable to any man,
And unless you could see it,
you would never understand.
It had a terrifying factor,
how it would stop just to start,
And it pulsated all day,
and all night in the dark.
But perhaps the most frightening thing,
about this kingdom too,
Was what it made people want,
then what it made them do.
Because despite the voice of reason,
that they’d been so mercifully given,
This pulsating hungering kingdom,
defied this voice and would not listen.
So they put up all these walls,
to try to keep the pulse confined,
Hoping maybe if it was isolated,
it would reason over time.
But little do they know,
they have just unleashed the Beast,
For if bound up too long,
its defiance will increase.

William

Rachel Goldie
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VISIT
Visit Peru
Natalie Huxtable

ADVENTURE IS CALLING

Machu Picchu: the well known Inca Citadel
Inca House at Machu Picchu: stop by to see where the Inca lived
Gotca Falls: one of the many magnificent waterfalls
Colca Canyon: a vast and deep canyon that has many wonders to explore
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Prose Editor’s Choice
Margie yawned widely, the sound breaking an all-encompassing silence. Behind the sliding glass windows of her little toll
booth, she was encapsulated in a small pod of white sterile light, beneath the even whiter, overwhelming light of the toll plaza. Beyond
it, the interstate stretched as far as she could see into a vast expanse
of darkness. There was no moon that night, only the smog of the
nearest city, obscuring any stars. Far in the distance, there might
have been a street lamp. Otherwise, the toll plaza was the only light
in a void of darkness.
Margie looked down at her watch - 2:52 a.m. She had five
hours and eight minutes to go until she could drive home in the gray
light of a sun considering rising over the trees. She pulled out a
pack of cigarettes from the sort of purse that a 52-year-old divorced,
childless woman who worked the graveyard shift on the turnpike
would keep cigarettes in. It didn’t take her long to realize she’d forgotten a lighter.
The first time the lights flickered, it was only for a moment,
so brief that for a fraction of a second, she thought she had merely
blinked. When they flickered again, she knew it was real.
Maybe it was the shock of the blinking lights above or the
fact that the approaching car’s headlights weren’t on, but Margie
didn’t notice the vehicle until it was right upon her. She turned with
a start as the white car stopped at the window.
She opened the window. “Dollar fifty.”
She locked eyes with the motorist, and felt the hair on her
neck stand up. The woman was dressed in white scrubs, with a look
in her eyes that made Margie nauseous. Beside her in the front seat
there was a large bow, a quiver of arrows, and a single passenger
who sat sweating and twitching in a restless, unwell slumber. Something glistened on his shirt that might have been mucus or vomit.
Margie started to open her mouth to ask if the man was ok,
but her mouth didn’t open. Her tongue didn’t move. All she could do
was accept the six quarters that dropped from the woman’s claw-like
hand and open the gate.
The woman thanked her in a soft, raspy voice, and drove off
into the darkness.
Margie shut her window quickly, trying to shake off the
unsettling feeling that the woman had left her with. The nausea remained, and seemed to be worsening with every passing second until
she was certain she would vomit - but she didn’t.
It was 3:15 a.m. when the next car pulled up. Margie had
never seen such a red Jeep before, yet the oncoming vehicle was a

The Turnpike

Laura Munson
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bloody, fiery shade of red. This one had its headlights on, like the glowing eyes
of a red demon.
“Good evening,” she said to the newcomer. The man said nothing, only
glared at her with a strange amount of wrath behind his eyes. As she looked into
the man’s eyes, Margie felt a sharp pain as though a sword was being driven
into her chest, a sensation so genuine that she brought her hand to her abdomen
to search for the source of the pain. She felt only her rough t-shirt against her
unaffected flesh.
The driver and the man in his passenger seat were wearing camo shirts,
and Margie realized with horror that the passenger’s internal organs were spilling out of his abdomen onto the floor of the car as he sputtered out his bloody
final breaths. This time, she didn’t even try to speak. She hurriedly accepted
the one-dollar bill and two quarters that the man offered, opened the gate, and
watched the red Jeep drive away.
Alone in the silence again, Margie was feeling panicked. Her chest still
hurt, she was still sick to her stomach, and she felt the need for a cigarette more
than she had before. Each minute felt like it took an hour to go by. It had to be
later than 3:30.
In her desperation to focus on something simple and benign, she found
herself watching the approaching headlights. Once the car came into view, she
could see that it was quite small and black as the moonless night. The driver
was like a skeleton, she was so gaunt. A set of weighing scales sat in her lap as
she stared wordlessly at Margie, seeming to suck the life out of her. Margie had
never felt so weak.
“Dollar fifty,” she managed to say.
The driver nudged her passenger, who somehow managed to be even
skinnier, and was so weak that it appeared to be a near impossible task to lift the
small pile of pennies from his purse. Once the passenger managed to present
the coins, the driver took them swiftly and dropped them into Margie’s hand. It
was obviously nowhere near a dollar and fifty cents, yet Margie opened the gate
without counting them. The woman slowly drove off, leaving Margie to stare
into the darkness.
As the third driver vanished, a deep and penetrating feeling of dread
began to grow in Margie’s soul. She still felt the pain in her chest, the nausea,
the weakness, the desire for a cigarette, or a snack, or to get the hell out of her
uncomfortable glass box. The idea occurred to her to grab her car keys and
leave. Fuck whatever her boss would say – something wasn’t right about that
place on that night, and those disconcerting motorists. Then, she saw something
on the small table beside her that silenced her racing thoughts.
Margie was not a religious woman, but some lady who worked the day
shift always kept a small, blue Bible in the toll booth so she could bring some
Christ into the hellish expanse of the interstate. Maybe she hoped Margie would
open it and find some meaning in the Word of God. It hadn’t been on the table
when Margie came into work, and it definitely hadn’t been open. She had never
read the book of Revelations, and yet the words on the page drew her in and
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struck her as familiar, with one phrase in particular standing out:
“ I looked, and there before me was a pale horse. Its rider was named Death,
and Hades was following close behind him. They were given power over
a fourth of the earth to kill by sword, famine and plague, and by the wild
beasts of the earth.”
Margie was hanging on that last sentence – sword, famine and plague
– when she heard the creaking of a dilapidated car approaching. Somehow, it
didn’t frighten her. Somehow, it felt like the last three drivers had been completely normal people or had not come through at all, and this was just another
car stopping to pay a toll. The car was some sort of old, shitty commercial van
with a pale, sickly green coloring. Margie didn’t look at the driver.
“Dollar fifty.” She still didn’t look at the driver. She felt the air move
around her, indicating that a hand was reaching slowly from the window. When
she finally looked up, she realized three things at once. First, that the hand was
entirely bone, with a few bits of rotten flesh hanging on like the hand of a zombie. Second, that the face of the driver was shrouded in darkness, obscured by a
large hoodie. Third, that there was no one in the passenger seat.
Margie didn’t move. The words in the blue Bible rushed through her
head as she felt every sensation in its worst form.
“There before me was a white horse. Its rider held a bow, and he was
given a crown…”
“Another horse came out, a fiery red one. Its rider was given power to take
peace from the earth and to make people slay one another. To him was
given a large sword…”
“I looked, and there before me was a black horse! Its rider was holding a pair
of scales in his hand…”
Margie shifted her gaze from the outstretched bony hand to the pale vehicle,
large enough for plenty of passengers, but empty except for its driver. She shut
her eyes for a moment, feeling the cold air replaced by warmth, the harsh metal
chair replaced by upholstery, and all her discomfort replaced by peace. She
opened her eyes and glanced from the dashboard to her mysterious driver. Never
in her life had she felt such euphoria.
Without the driver speaking, she received the instruction that seatbelts
weren’t required in their car. If she looked past them, she could see into the toll
booth and look upon the sort of sight that would have scarred her for life before
she got into their car. It was her – or more accurately, her body – cold and several hours dead, gaunt and skinny with hunger, a small amount of blood and vomit
on her shirt. The corpse had her hands outstretched, full of coins.
The car lurched forward, and Margie sank further into the intoxicating sensation of peace as they drove into the vast darkness. Before long, she ventured to
turn her head and look back at the only light for miles – the tollbooth – as they
drew further away from it. Before it was out of sight, she watched all the lights
abruptly shut off, and the interstate was completely dark.
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Black and Blue

Malik D’Angelo Brown

Black and blue.
Always has there been issue between the two.
A relationship of the oppressed vs. the oppressor.
Blue has always kept black in check,
giving a sense of acceptance when it has always been tolerance.
As the years go by, this façade is slooooooowly drifting away…
As the blue’s fingers itch to call upon rolls of thunder
To make more and more black lives sloooooooowly drift away…
Black, once great and powerful, lives in fear of flashing lights.
Those lights could lead to life flashing before their eyes.
Is it too much to ask for peace in the streets?
Mothers and fathers afraid to receive late night calls
Telling them they must bury their seed, lay them to sleep.
Blue is supposed to protect and serve,
Not keep black on a leash
And put them to rest when they can’t control the beast.
Black and blue…still there is an issue between the two.

Color in Motion

Cheyenne Walsh
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Topography

Maggie Claytor
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Like water beating down on silver kitchen sinks
The crimson tint that shines on roses during the spring
The white and black altar
White on rice
Matrimony
The gathering of fingertips in times of unity
Creases fitting into my creases
The chandelier shining on moonlit moisture
Matrimony
A union so close
That it should be wrong
To grasp and feel and touch
Toothpaste hitting ceramic bowls
A matrimony of routine
The scent of cherry blossoms and orange peels
A matrimony of sweets
Life crashing into death
A matrimony of senses
The unholy matrimony
The one true accord

Matrimony

Shaniya Simmons
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To my father’s hands

Téa Franco

To every blister and callus,
Created under the burning heat
Of broken Toyota Camrys.
Within your crevices
You whisper tales of my father,
Walking miles past blazing ants,
Just to get some water for the day.
Your worn-out palms
Remind of us when
His mom dragged you to the states
In search of el sueño Americano.
But it turns out that the American Dream
Was actually bullshit.
And Springfield Massachusetts wasn’t a place of prosperity
It was just a place where people like my father had to
Learn a new language
Learn a new style
Learn to erase himself.
But while he conformed,
You continued to be
Rougher than the San Juan sand
Browner than the coconuts in the trees,
Strong as your ancestors,
Who were forced into submission,
Stuck on an island,
Where they had to conform.
Now you’re calloused
Years of pretending to be Joe
Years of translating words in your head
Only to be made fun of when you use the wrong form of your.
And as you wrap yourself around my hands,
Smooth as South Carolina clay,
Lighter than cold brew coffee,
But still as strong as our ancestors,
My father knows that you keep this alive,
Even in a land that wants our ancestry
Washed off with soap.

Edith

Edie Estes
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34th street is scattered with beggars and
people whose flashbacks you can only imagine.
But, as I gaze, from across the street,
at the dirty face of the woman who birthed me,
her background blends into mine.

She’s not in labor, though.
The liquid isn’t a mucus membrane,
or signs that her cervix is ready
to push a watermelon through it.
No, it’s actual watermelon juice,
sweet and refreshing,
but sticky enough to lure ants
to her unwashed, bare feet.
The rotting half fruit clings
to her flat, growling stomach,
adding sympathy to her act
of desperation and pity.
But that bitch doesn’t deserve pity,
nor the time or attention.
It’s not like she’s ever done anything
to help anyone but herself.

Her sign reads “Pregnant & Homeless”
in a scrawl that implies her lack of schooling.
The round, purple bruises on her arms
let the people know what their pennies will go towards.

Alecz Yeager

A few pedestrians throw their pennies
into her McDonald’s cup, labeled “Bank Account,”
But never dare to make eye contact
with anything but her abdomen.

The Fruit of my Mother’s Loins

A pink liquid drips down her inner thigh
landing on the stench of New York City sidewalks,
And spreading throughout the crotch of her jeans,
Right below her protruding stomach.
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They’ll go towards heroin and cocaine,
or “special juice” and “fairy dust” as she use to call them
when she romanticized drugs
to a four-and-a-half-year-old.
I steadily make my way towards her corner
and let my eyes be the first of the day
to make the mistake
of falling on hers.
Her crusty lashes flip up to meet my face.
Confused and surprised,
She lets her mouth fall open
with a bit of unformed words on her lips.
Neither of us say anything
until I throw a wad of cash at her feet
And she quietly mouths “I’m sorry”
while trying to touch my shoulder with her witch fingers.
I pull away, but never break our gaze,
as I swat my hand at her fruit baby.
The melon collapses between us
into little pieces of pink and green mush.
Even the pretend thought
of her bringing another strung-out newborn
into this shitty world
makes cold blood slither up my spine.
Fuck the woman whose watermelon I once was.
Fuck the people that give her sympathy pennies.
Fuck sidewalks that let her beg for drug money on them.
And fuck the ants that stick to my pink stained pumps
as I click my way back down 34th street.
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Art Editor’s Choice

Creatively Confident

Eleanor Fentiman

Dog People

Catherine Nunn
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A stranger holds his thumb down on the needle’s plunger
and pushes slow like it hurts, or like it’s taking all his strength—
shoving out life and filling death in—as he euthanizes the white and
sable Shih Tzu on the blanket.
You cry. The nurse cries. Bailey cries. The vet watches, intent, then un-loops the stethoscope from around his neck and presses
it to Muppet’s side a couple times before giving a single nod.
You heard from somewhere that suicide rates among veterinarians are high, unusually high. Maybe you’d wanted to be
one. What do you want to be when you grow up? A vet. What kid
wouldn’t? Someone who would get to play with kitties and puppies
as their job, who could think about all their adorable patients during
the morning commute.
The drive to the vet’s office was thirty minutes on a Friday.
Muppet sat in the front seat in Bailey’s lap, panting and antsy, turning his head all the way around to look when you spoke because of
his blind eye. She wanted you to be there, so you drove and parked,
carried the blanket.
You haven’t become a vet and don’t plan to. Her vet—some
old, balding yet soft-bodied looking man, seems to have beaten the
statistics. You drove her to the office, and he drives his thumb down
and pushes out all the life that only ten minutes ago existed to eat
cookies and sniff, to come when called, a recall of bouncing crooked
legs and tail.
Those sorts of things must be trained. Hours on end, just
you and dog. It’s no wonder we grow to resemble each other. That
dogs—like humans at the ends of their lives, can fade or disappear,
little dog-shaped gaps in routines or visits you try not to see coming.
Almost like—at work, in the middle of your shift, your sister’s boyfriend calling because your fifteen-year-old golden retriever
isn’t doing so good. You know. You saw. You’d been making plans,
but summer is busy and you’re working, like it’s any excuse. He
calls.
She’s given up. Life is hard, her body aches, you aren’t there
to scratch at the spot of velvet behind her ears until she trembles,
unable to contain herself. So much joy. You tell him to take her in
because if your sister’s boyfriend can see that she’s ready then she
must be.
After few ice cream scoops are handed out at the drive-thru
window, he calls again. You get your vet on the phone since she’s
your dog, and there needs to be a discussion. She has sores from
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laying in one spot and refusing to get up. She has no reason to get up, because
you’re not there. Treat the sores or her pain, she might be fine, but there’s no
medicine to fix her life or yours.
Go ahead, you tell the vet.  The dog is fifteen. She must be ready.
You picture the little room at the vet’s office you told your sister’s boyfriend to take her. It’s real tiny in there. Not a whole lot of décor, just business,
counters and examining tables, old timey photographs of children with fuzzy
dogs. The vet stands over your golden girl and pushes, and you imagine it’s like
a pleased sigh going out of her tired, sore body, while your sister’s boyfriend
stands nearby like you think he did, hands in his pockets. You hope he said a
few words. A soft goodbye. Good dog, as dog people say.
He builds a little cross and hangs her blue collar on it. You go by a few
days later to see your other dog, and you don’t know where on the property he
put it, but you don’t ask. You couldn’t say goodbye then. You aren’t sure how to
say it now.
It’s just that speaking to dogs is nonsensical, except humans talked to
dogs so much they learned to read tone, then bodies and faces, expressions and
gestures. It’s been studied that wolves don’t turn to humans for help nor can they
follow pointed fingers like dogs do. Dogs give up on difficult problems almost
immediately if a human is nearby to solve it for them.
You point now for your border collie mix, Ari, to swim after her toy into
the murky water of Lake Wateree, then give up on pointing and decide tough
parenting is better. It never occurred to you that some dogs aren’t built for swimming right away. She’s a doggy-paddle-school dropout.
You carry her into the water for her first swim then plop her in. She
sinks. You are waist deep in disgusting brown lake water, and your brand-new
shelter mutt bobs vertical and goes under. Both hands yank scruff and scoop
under her chest; you haul your pathetic failure of a dog out of the water, both of
you gasping for air and shaking.
The next summer you stand knee-deep in nasty brown water at Lake
Kendall in Camden, holding a toy out, Ari adorned in a hot pink life-vest. You
throw out the toy and cheer as she paddles determinedly by you, out farther than
you could swim if she started going under but she won’t—you paid twenty-five
bucks at PetSmart to ensure the life of your ninety-five dollar investment at the
local animal shelter.
Some popular Instagram dog accounts leave their followers devastated
by posting about freak accidents. A German shepherd, someone’s lifeline—a
service dog—bolting after a deer in the yard, crossing over a busy street. His
handler calling him back to her into the path of a semi-truck. Working-line dogs,
Malinois and Dutch shepherds, going ahead of their owner on a snowy trail
they’ve traversed hundreds of times, skittering out onto a frozen lake then busting through. Two of the dogs climbed out. Two more—unable to make it as their
owner watched from the shore.
Dog people, those people were, real ones. You can barely get Ari to heel
properly; she throws her butt out every time as the instructors in your obedience
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class look on. Paying old, the real deal sort of trainers, one-hundred-fifty bucks
to watch your shelter mutt fail at heeling in an advanced class—what sort of dog
people are you?
The O.G. dog people needed dogs for work but there were also dog people who felt less alone with a few dogs at the camp-fire, who heard the warning
barks on fields at night in the midst of their flocks, who pressed faces to damp
fur in the middle of a blizzard, hunkered down with their team and lived to see
another day—Ari peers down at you in the mornings with impudence and then
yawns, such an important job she does, making sure the first thing you see when
you wake up is a stupid brown dog face staring back at you.
You paid ninety-five dollars for that. The correct term is emotional
support. Yeah, she’s your emotional support animal, you bought her, and she
couldn’t even swim properly and she pissed on the back porch when she was a
puppy because the morning dew was too offensive for her dainty princess paws
at seven in the morning.
Muppet reached a point where he was having accidents in the house.
Dog people learn to recognize signs. One old dog thing, like old people, is
piss in the house where you don’t want it to be. Sometimes there’s a deer. Or a
frozen lake that you see too late because the dogs are already inside of it, one of
their bodies still yet to be recovered.
You don’t even know if there is a body under that cross and blue collar.
Of course, there must be, but you didn’t see it get put there, all you did was say
a few words over the phone. After adopting Ari, you posted on Instagram: is
this the right decision, this puppy, when there’s two elderly dogs needing care
already? Two old dogs who, within the same year, are euthanized as their lights
go out, as you sit at work or class and try not to think about it.
When Ari dies, you pray it won’t be a freak accident, that her body will
be safe, and you will be next to it. All dogs deserve that, but not all of them get
it.
Ari stares when she wants something. Training. Food. Mental stimulation, physical exercise. Big brown eyes. Give me the thing, human, I demand it
of you.
You speak back. She understands tone. Play? Work? Class? Something
exciting.
Her body wiggles with life, a full-body shiver of pleasure, of mutual
understanding. At night, she curls around your body like a peanut. You roll over,
you touch her warm flank once to feel her breathing, to spoon her because it’s
amusing, and she lets you.
Dog people know other dog people when they see them.
They listen to the dog. They train a recall so perfect the dog turns from
chasing a deer back into oncoming traffic, they trust them to go ahead on the
trail, they watch the plunger drive down, they do their best to love every dog
that comes into their life the same as the one before, their hands are waiting in
deep water.
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Lullaby

Casey Smith

I used to think that the sound of women speaking
Was god’s string section?
Maybe because old men have been
Wedging us between book pages and
Writing us like we have lilting voices
For, like, centuries,
Probably—
They slick us with rosin
And they bury us in the crooks of their necks
And we learn to twist statements
Into questions?
There is a kind of music to that,
But when I listen to my friends and I talk
In the green light of midnight diners,
It sounds more like a percussion pit,
And it smells like skin, and
All the drummers are skipping around
To different rhythms—
No melody.
The umms are the bass drums
Rumbling through lulls, the dull spaces
Filling in the empty bits,
Like, Umm, I thought you were
Done sleeping with Jeremy?
The likes are the bright triangles,
Shining up the air until
Each chime catches light and glints back,
Like, My car got totaled and I was like, life is short.
I guess we’re a thing but not, like, a thing-thing,
Like—Christ, I still have to pay off my Corolla.
And the tssks are the symbol hits,
Or maybe the snares, depending on the mouth.
They slice through the
Babble, the chatter, the jabber, the prattle—tssk.
Like, Tssk, you were looking for an excuse.
No melody.
It’s one day of many,
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Mundane if you want it to be,
But still, the world bends around
The tip of my tongue against the ridge of my mouth,
And yours,
And yours,
And yours.
The song ends;
I walk home alone in silence
But I can still feel the night’s tempo rattling up my thighs
As my heels hit the pavement,
Our vibrations cradled in my ribs
And teeth
And elbows.
I don’t want my voice
To sing anyone to sleep.
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Sunset Hues

Lizzy Kleinkauf
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Krakow Poland

Wiktoria Piotrowskka-Ruchala
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To Begin Anew

Alexandra Pennington

You were all my personal creation.
The work of a young girl who devoted years of her life
So that you may have life too.
I poured my heart and soul into assembling your words
And before I knew it, you became unrecognizable.
Damaged, encrypted. A dozen working novels that might as well be
deleted.
My personal achievements, the work of an aspiring author at sixteen
That were ripped from my arms before I could do anything to stop it.
I treated you horribly, and I gave you no protection.
And when you died, the creative side of me died too.
Truly, you did not deserve me as your creator.
I was young and foolish then
To ever believe that you would stay forever.
Like mourning the loss of a child, I grieved for months on end.
I sunk to the lowest of lows,
Feeling that all inspiration and artistry had abandoned me.
Looking back on it now, I’d say that this was a blessing in disguise.
My soul was mortally wounded by your passing.
But with pain, eventually comes healing.
Today, I write clearer. Today, I secure you online and on paper.
My sole purpose is to restore you to your former greatness.
Slowly—but most certainly—I am redeeming myself.
There will not be a person who does not know of your splendor.
In future years, this upset will have meant nothing
Because there you will be in the loving hands of all those
Who have waited oh so long to read you.

The Touch of Skin

Tessa Benoit
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I spend the majority of the time in my room since the blur
struck my vision. Time inches along on a clock with no numbers.
Imagine. That is all I can do. I could see, once, but clear sight would
never grasp my eyes again. The days melt into the weeks. My peers
are probably preparing for college now, summer jobs, social lives. I
can’t see that far into the future, yet.

The world’s breath reaches to find me inside. White lines the ground
outside of my fortress. My room is bleak with my fading vision. I lie
and my mind soars, latching onto the wind making the trees scrape
against my house. I make no progress towards the outside. Emotion
is heavy and silent in my chest, keeping me rooted. Change, fear—
right now they are the same.

More conversations idly pass along with the months, and my window acts as a fortress from my fears. Dad brings me news of the
distant cold subsiding and Nestle hot chocolate. He accompanies me
to the kitchen and escorts me back to my room with a tray and soup
even though I can do this on my own now. I’m left alone with the
soup.
“Macular degeneration.” I remember the doctor half-answering my mom, half-apologizing aiming his words at me. “Your
vision will begin to gradually deteriorate. Color will also start to
dull. This usually happens in older adults, but since you are so
young, you have some time to prepare…”
I focus on his words now, and they are only slightly less
painful. My world is going to fade away, and there is nothing I can
do to stop it.
After the doctor’s diagnosis, tutors came in to help assist me in

Ariel Smith

“Are you okay?” My mom says, peeping her head in the doorway.
She hovers. I hadn’t heard the question in a while. I haven’t spoken
to her longer than I realize. I answer to the sound’s direction.
“I want to go outside…I just can’t.”  My door does not shut
behind me. It sits wide open, but I cannot bring myself to exit. Fear
hangs on my heart like moss.

Close Your Eyes

Autumn rides in a taunting red blur. The color is too much to look at
directly. I am reminded of its beauty by the desserts Mom deposits
by my bed side, the crunch of the leaves outside my window, the
breeze announcing the season’s arrival from the outside. Squirrels
skitter along my windowsill, inviting me. I turn my head from the
window, declining.
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“transitioning.” They taught me to remember to count my steps and sense where
things were and assign a routine to nearly everything around me. They attempted to retrain me to accept my new reality. I was still in denial despite my vision
already beginning to fade by the day.
The memory of the doctor’s message rings louder than any thought ringing in
my mind or any of my lessons towards independence.
A few weeks later, an arc of color lines the sky; I try to ignore it. I have not adjusted to the light of spring that spears into my eyes. My gaze dodges the blues,
yellows, and greens beyond my square. Mom enters my room and tells me I
should use what I learned from the tutors to experience the world again, if only
for a minute. Go outside, take a step. Prepare myself for the future. I soak in her
words and try to make out the slash of worry of her lips where a smile used to
reside.
Family revolves in and out of my door attempting to hide the worry over the
invalid that has taken control of my eyes. Black dots dance to a melody in front
of me; squiggly lines dividing my view into a grid. Murky water drips onto
grass that I remember being soft and warm. One day, I crack open my neglected
window and allow the outside in. I smile at my first step forward.
Two, three, four more weeks since my mom’s gentle push towards tasting fresh
air, and my feet have still only scrapped against itchy sheets and a worn plush
path. My body is anchored to my home, but the restlessness is fighting to lighten
me, peel me from the life I’ve trapped myself in. I mutter a promise to myself
that I will act in one week. It’s been months—far too long—since I’ve stepped
outside, and the sunshine from my window is not enough. The time that has
passed in now increasingly weighing on me. I’ve missed too much.
The week passes; my energy is sapped, but I force myself to move. Clumsily, I
slide from my bed and revel in the warmth of my floor. Solid, stable, two things
I have deemed myself not to be. I stumble twice on my way to the door and pull
the door inwards. I manage the path by memory to the front door, sliding my
fingers against the wall and counting steps until it is time for me to stop. At the
38nd step, I take a left. My fingers slide against the couch before I reach my
hand out to the door. I pat the door and to find where the small circle is before
the wood turns to metal.
Sliding my palm to find the knob, I get the strength to turn, pull, and enter the
world. My eyes blur as I walk beneath birds with tinkling songs and the scent of
rain. Fresh air assaults my senses, and the light falls silver, gold, white. There
is not too much darkness to shade the colors, not yet. My eyelids slowly shut so
that I can remember this image clearly. And I feel acceptance. There is fear that I
will lose the beauty along with my sight, but I’m beginning to doubt this idea. I
move, unsteady, but it’s better than being immobile.
Mom yells something behind me, and her words swirl along with the shadows,
getting caught on my laughter. I dance—no, I wobble, in the dark.
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My world

Stacey Walden

Serpents
Alanna O’Brien
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A recipe for empty

Krystal Pasciak

Equal parts lonely and sad,
A quarter teaspoon tired,
An eighth of a teaspoon unloved by men.
One freshly squeezed tear from your soulless eyes,
Hold the pulp.
Rock on the edge of the bed, swill lightly inside your overactive
mind until just combined,
Just enough,
Or, maybe, too much.
Precision matters very little in the art of human husks.
Take it like a shot – too much to swallow.
Wipe the dribbling line of sorrow from your chin with the palm of
your left hand and make another.
Take another,
Until you fall face first, slack jaw mouth open wide,
Taste the feast of trodden feet in the fiber of your shag carpet life.
Go to bed so you can wake up again,
Disappointed by men disappointed in you,
A perfect cocktail made for two
You drink alone.
I drink alone.
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Native American

Danielle Walker
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Editor-in-Chief’s Choice
I am in a state of constant fluctuation. Cycles of sleep and
waking, breathing in and breathing out, blood carrying oxygen
through the body, blood carrying carbon dioxide out. There is a balance there, and it is based in something solid. Rules, matter, biology:
things that while not fully understood are nonetheless real. I am
constantly remembering and forgetting myself, pushing myself to be
present and in the moment. I am working to remove the feeling of
separation from my physical being and the one in my mind. Words
that come out of my mouth belong to me, but it’s so easy to forget
that. The scar on my abdomen belongs to me, but it’s easy to forget
that as well. I am constantly oscillating between ‘there’ and ‘here’
and trying to stay here and present.
In my efforts to remain here, I’ve taken to doing a few things:
1.
You may find me recounting my day by scribbling in the
margins of my notes. These are thoughts that I come back across
when studying, lists and scribbles like little landmarks that help to
navigate my way through the day and offer evidence that not only
am I here, but I was here as well.
2.
I ask others about events that may or may not have happened. I am careful not to ask leading questions so that I arrive as
close to reality as is possible for a reconstruction.
3.
At times I try to remember names, and I do my best to
associate them with faces, because I’ve read somewhere that all the
people in our dreams steal faces from people we have seen, people
in crowds, people in restaurants and bars. I believe that my dreams
steal primarily from classes, as that is where most of my time outside home is spent. I have a lot of dreams in which I meet with many
people. Some of those dreams seem more real than memories. I get
embarrassed at the thought of someone remembering my name and
theirs being lost to me - if it were me, I might think myself unimportant to that individual.
4.
I try to contribute more to a conversation when I begin to
feel lost. If I stay involved it is easier to remain within the moment
and my grasp on reality strengthens. Sometimes I ask redundant
questions because the question has lingered with me, and I figure
that it might work in the way a song does; where you have to listen
to it in order to get it out of your head.

Here Now and Later There

Dartanyan Ball

. 5.
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Sometimes I must maintain focus on something in my physical space. I
must find an anchor of sorts to make sure that I remain here. I focus hard to push
away the mental fog that takes me out of the moment until it’s gone and I’m
here. I’m doing this now, focusing on the rhythm of typing and the travel of keys
on the keyboard. I keep adjusting the speakers under my monitor and straightening my back in this desk chair. I must focus on the way that the corner of my
wall is a little uneven, or the small spider in the corner.
This constant reorientation is, in a word, distracting. It can make conversations difficult to follow. It can lead to feeling as if you have no personality,
no desires. It can make active consumption of a movie, a book, or a painting
more difficult because often reactions to the material are delayed. I used to hate
it when my dad would ask me how I felt about a movie. I simply did not know
and only enjoyed it because I wasn’t thinking about it - I just happened to be in
the theatre and the movie just happened to be playing in front of my eyes. When
I answered, it was usually a variation of:
“I really liked it.” And my eyes would glaze over.
Or
“I did not like it.” And my eyes would glaze over.
Often, he’d leave it at that, and he’d talk about the movie at length; prodding
a closed-off boy with open questions. He probably still thinks about tossing
footballs and the child’s inability to catch, attempting to extract something with
which to latch onto and discuss. I’d nod along, helping the conversation progress with a series of brief laughs and practiced acknowledgements. There were
other times, though, when his frustration with my aloofness was too much for
polite, one-sided conversation to handle, and so he’d ask with all the venom of a
joke;
“Are you here, space cadet?”
Sometimes once, sometimes twice, and we’d both laugh about it. It was not rare
that he might laugh first and I’d laugh along once I’d landed back in the conversation. I wasn’t there. I was piloting a jet through canyons and performing
dangerous maneuvers through cracks in mountains. I was walking the surface
of the moon, laser pistol in hand, eyeing the horizon for shiny aliens with two
tongues. Or I was simply relaxing on the beaches of Atlantis, wading into the
Ocean’s waiting maw. The motion of car rides used to lull me to half-sleep.
While I could escape to my thoughts and sometimes dreams on the bus, the car
was more conducive as it was often quieter or at least more stable. The motion
of the vehicle —that of moving forward while remaining still—  is dream-like.
It proved easy to bridge the gap between the waking and sleeping worlds. That
bridge where I remained. I would hear songs on the radio, and the roar of air
rushing from the AC provided a nice steady contrast. I’d carry along the road
until I was just floating.
Here are some other moments where I’d float:
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1.
Bus rides. I’d try to stretch my perception of time on bus rides to and
from school. I learned to filter out the sounds of other children by way of putting
in my earphones. I’d listen to all sorts of stuff, but mostly old Billy Idol rips and
selections from my Dad’s U2 albums. My efforts to stretch time did not work as
planned and instead time compressed.
2.
I used to listen to music and stretch out in bed. I’d make it a point to
listen to the lyrics for as long as possible with my eyes closed. The most vivid
experience I can recall is Pink Floyd’s “Shine on You Crazy Diamond.” There
is a note that David Gilmour hits right at the 2:36 mark (this is the 1994 Live
Pulse version) that sounds like a drop falling into water, and it drug me under.
At about 3:50 he plays a lick that’s like moving quickly under water before the
rest of the song sweeps and swells into focus. In my little musical oasis, I was
floating on water directly under stars.
3.
At the Dentist’s office. Particularly when the floss came out and the
evidence of my dental neglect ran red from the spaces between my teeth and
out the weird little suction tube. I didn’t so much fear the dentist as I accepted it
and learned to deal with it by going somewhere else. Somewhere my mouth was
actually being upgraded. The doctors were soldering circuit boards and wires
together. The pain would be temporary and when I was done my transformation
into the Billion Dollar Boy would be complete. Eventually I needed braces and I
blamed that on botched upgrades.
I learned eventually that I could, with enough motivation, float away at other times as well. It made dealing with being grounded easier. It made getting
through lectures about how I played too many videogames effortless. It made it
easy to entertain the conversations started by family members I’d met once and
never would again. It became a tool to combat boredom. It became a habit and
in time it’d be reflexive, a response to stressors that would plop me out of the
situation and into the comfort of car rides and Pink Floyd.
Here are two of those stressors:
1.
I opened a report card. I went over the familiar columns, one right index
finger tracing down the columns and past the teacher notes and comments, next
to the dates, next to the class names. My finger raced past the A’s and the B’s,
the singular C, and I found myself staring at a lonely D. I watched myself look
at it, floated out my window and out to the clouds. My mother knocked on my
bedroom door.
2.
I was lying in the bed next to my grandmother’s, preparing myself for
sleep. The sound of pencils on paper made its way through the sleepy little
upstairs. My aunt was doing homework. Downstairs, I heard my grandmother
carrying the nightly conversation she’d always shared with my mother, a series
of “Ah yes’s” and “Mmhmm, I know that’s right” made their ways up to me,
the words, sound and habit forming an additional sheet of labor wrapping its
way around my mind. Then she and the conversation grew quiet, and the pencil
stopped scribbling and the air fell a touch cooler. She made her way up the
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stairs, tempo of her steps slower, her body sounded heavier and the stairs made
a creak that I never noticed prior but always would afterwards. She walked up to
my bed and I thought of pretending to be asleep because I was surely in trouble
for something. She woke me from my sleep anyway and told me “Baby, your
other grandmother has passed away.” I spent the rest of the night looking for
comfort in that bed. Trying to find warmth in blankets made too thin by those
words, a
pillow too flat by the finality of them. And I could not. I
had to instead imagine myself back in that jet, this time with a co-pilot, but that
wasn’t the right place. So I placed us, the co-pilot and myself, into my maternal
grandmother’s home - a small trailer with a television and too many dolls. She
sat on the bed and I hugged her for as long as I could. We watched an episode
of The Price is Right and we guessed answers on Jeopardy. She told me that she
was going to bed
then, and so I said goodnight and woke up with my
arms wrapped around that flat pillow.
These moments and events blur together and form a blob that might be labeled
“anxiety” or “depression” and a habit of escaping collapsed into compulsion.
Now I am in a constant state of fighting that compulsion. The cycle of
it is tiring. I have good weeks and months where it doesn’t bother me so much.
Where I feel like I can focus for long periods of time and where I stay in the
present. I am afraid, though. Afraid that one day I might get pushed out and have
no way to reel myself back in, or that by the time I get back here again it will be
too late. Compulsion became habit and now I’m here.
________________________________________________________________
I’m sitting on the couch and I realize that she’s been talking for a while.
I’m trying to figure out if I can piece this together. Flashes of conversation, but
nothing that I can grasp. Nothing that I can forge into a reaction. She is not
laughing so I think it’s best that I follow up on that. She asks me what I was
thinking about and I realize I don’t know.
“What you said,” I say, hoping that she might clue me in on some con
text.
“You weren’t listening, were you?” I start to panic.
“No, I was, I swear!” and it’s true but it isn’t.
I’d left my body on the couch and he’d nodded along and even interjected at
a few points. They had laughed at one point, I remember that, but somewhere
between that moment and this, when I’d come back, she’d said something else. I
don’t know what we were talking about, I don’t remember getting to the couch.
“I promise I was listening. We were talking about. . .” There is a flash
of a word, something I can grasp, but it slips away. She smiles, and she laughs
a bit before she springs off the couch, leaving anger in the air behind her. I’m
doing my best and I want to get up and go after her. I want to say something, but
it’s foggy on the beaches of Atlantis.

Portrait of an Illustrator
Eli McHone
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Cuando mi madre habla
Look at how she smiles.
A grin that took years to carve out of stone
Is taken for granted by strangers
Who try and pry her mouth open
So that it too, can be
Properly colonized.
When my mother speaks en su lengua
The timid lady,
Voice low and slow,
Disappears
And the words corren out of su boca
In a litany
Like sus palabras are a wild fire
Catching wind
Raging
Across the state of California.
My mother thinks in two voices.
One in which she is una reina
And the other,
Where people look at her
Like she is dumb,
Uneducated,
Y sucia.
Ella sabe las palabras
That claw at her heart.
She knows what they mean,
As they dig at the roots
She once proudly claimed.
Her hand clutches too tightly
Around my 6-year-old wrists,
When she meets my teachers.
They talk to us,
And I cannot
Figure out,
which one of us
Is supposed to be the child.
I want to scream that,
They should listen to
The music that comes from her mouth
When we are home
And how it sounds como un río
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Rushing through las montañas
Mi Madre,
Es una diosa.
She cuts herself down
From the branches of the trees
So that she can speak
With people like you.
Cuando mi madre habla inglés,
It is like watching Prometheus
Eaten alive
After giving humans
The chance to live.
Forced to chew rocks in her mouth,
When my mother speaks english,
Be grateful that she is speaking english,
Because she brings herself down
So that
You,
Can feel comfortable.
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The Anthology 2019 Staff
Lyric Knuckles is an English major who aspires to be
an author, educator, and poet. She has enjoyed both
literature and writing since she was a child. Lyric also extends
her creativity into a community project based in Gaffney, SC.

Lyric Knuckles

Poetry Editor

The movement is called Let’s Get It! and Lyric plans to spread
positivity throughout the city.

Alive in Death

Lyric Knuckles

I distinctly remember dying.
my body in a cream, bedazzled dress,
with flesh as still as streams.
see,
I was a bystander at my funeral,
with full intentions to judge the ceremony,
I stood as enormous as God
before the casket,
confirming the end of a prequel,
how my epilogue turned elegy
the “to-be-continued” turned tragedy,
could not be carried further.
the crowd was scattered
amongst hardwood pews,
decked in black
staring at my temple
made up as this angel.
but no,
to live like Christ
I must die to self.
perish mundane desires,
smother bleeding flames
that ignite my spirit for a moment,
then set the dwellings
I’ve built, aflame.
I was and am
a professional Arsonist
despite the stories pastor
relays at my funeral,
The Mother of Burning Bridges
except,
“The Witch Doesn’t Burn in this One.”
the wheat that bears much fruit
the burial of a life not lived,
I die to sin
and live to Righteousness.
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The Anthology 2019 Staff

Samantha Ross

Arts & Design Editor

Sam Ross is a Junior Fine Arts major with a
concentration in Photography. Her work mainly focuses on
memories and the intimacies found within relationships with
others. Although she mainly works with still images, her work
has started to develop into other forms of media such as video
and installation. When she is not being crushed by her school
work and the impending doom of her future, Samantha enjoys
listening to music, staying up late, and contemplating the intricacies of the universe.

when we go still

Samantha Ross
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Felicia Chisholm is a native of Chester, South Carolina and

graduated from Winthrop in 2017 with a Bachelor’s in English. She
is currently interning at Nation Ford High School in Fort Mill, South
Carolina, and she will be receiving her Master’s in Teaching this
May. Her poem, “Slow Death,” was published in the anthology, South
Carolina’s Best Emerging Poets, and in her words, she is “thoroughly

Felicia Chisholm

Prose Editor

astonished and grateful!” She enjoys music, kickboxing, travel (especially after studying abroad in Italy), trying new recipes, reading, yoga,
and writing poetry--just to name a few. She is most passionate about
social justice issues and promoting inquiry-based learning in high
school students. In a nutshell, she describes her interactions with other
human beings thusly: “Because there’s always so much to say, I often
say nothing at all.”

Inhale Ex-Hell

Felicia Chisholm

longing for the presence of Spirit
while the landscape of my sacred space is ICU terror.
the stench of years of stale tears
within this old mattress stabs my nostrils.
his love burned me to the core
my mind set on Thee
so in perfect peace
You are to keep me,
but my daily companion
is anguish.
“why won’t You extract this pain,
this infernal chokehold in my lungs?
can’t You see that the more I breathe
the more he breathes hot within me?”
his voice pollutes the essence of my being
I am sick and psycho-sore,
paralyzed with reminders of
life-long-taught thoughts
about You being omnipresent—
even some sort of Sovereign resident encapsulated
in this disgusting flesh-vessel.
I don’t feel you!
so I’m livid.
You are estranged!
so I’m empty.
yet,
somehow You stand
between me
and damnation?
but if You are estranged
then what is the state of my soul?
will there be paradise or am I lost?
fists clenched
I fight,
no one suffering blows but me.
his odor incinerates my gut
still breathing, facing my truth:
I am the chosen host for parasites of pain—an archetype—
exiled from my origin in heavens unknown,
transported through unexplored dimensions
by human womb to this place of persecution and beautiful demons,
my bosom a receptacle for serpentine suitors.
surely this is mortal perdition.
trauma-toiling,
how much longer, Sir?
seeking 		
craving		
aching to
lick the tetanus knife of earth extermination.
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Sarah Rivera

Graphic Designer

Sarah Rivera is brand new to the college scene, currently a Digital Informational Design freshmen at Winthrop
University. Hailing from Pelzer, South Carolina, Sarah never
suspected that in her first year enrolled at Winthrop, that she
would have to honor to work as the Anthology’s graphic
designer. She had a blast being able to work with the amazing
staff and put her talents to the test in creating a Anthology issue
that she would be proud of. Sarah’s skills are still growing and
she hopes that in the near future that she is able to show the
world what she is capable of.

The Masks That We Wear

Sarah Rivera
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Zuri Etoshia Anderson is graduating senior majoring
in Mass Communication with a minor in Creative Writing and
Psychology. From North Charleston, South Carolina, Zuri
prides herself on her writing and eagerness to learn about
different cultures and social contexts from multiple

Zuri Anderson

Assistant Editor

perspectives. Zuri enjoys a variety of hobbies, including video
games, writing, movies, television shows, literature, and
animated works.
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Have you considered becoming a Redeemer?
Zuri Etosh

Have you considered becoming a Redeemer?
Hello! Welcome to your Afterlife! My name is Charlotte, and I will
be your personal Soul Assistant for the rest of your life, unless you
prematurely enter Oblivion. Oh, what is Oblivion you say? We’ll get
to that in a second.
Where can
one
three in
thisyour
age current
of none?
If you
arefind
confused
about
situation, that’s okay!
It’s
perfectly
natural
and
everyone
goes
through
In a season of ashes and burning shadows. it at first.  
You have died.  
Where the
leaksand
through
every
pour,
No, lack
I am of
notlight
kidding,
this is not
a joke.
You are currently in Purgatory, where all restless souls called Lost go when they
And is drained in bitterness bent over kitchen sinks.
have ties to the Earth still. Because the Lost are tied to Earth, they
have a certain amount of time before they are banished to Oblivion,
where nothing exists.  
As if weWhy?
wereBecause,
the thirsting
beasts
a wilderlove,
the Earth
canofonly
handle so many spiritual
presences
once.
Because
there
are so
many
they… hmm,
We crawlatand
fumble
to the
liquid
edge
ofLost,
beginning.
how do I say… “take up space.” The universe needs to stay as open
There
we remember
the taste
of song,
as
possible,
so it occasionally
does
a clean-up of the … undesirables.  
And
yes,
you
are
a
Lost.
When these carbon ribs scarcely restrained jubilant eruption.
I know this is a lot to take in and is a very overwhelming
time for you, but that’s okay, as well! That is why I am here.  
You’re probably wondering what being a Lost is like, and I
Is the
canary
the mine?
will
tellsoul
youanow,
it isand
quitelove
unpleasant.
Conditions include crippling
depression
and dread,
yearning for loved
Will we exchange
thelanguidity,
pursuit ofhopelessness,
ancient veins,
ones, yearning for past life (or lives), irritability, possible transforFor theinto
feara of
cold collapse?
mation
Forlorn,
and eventual departure to Oblivion.
But
you
don’t
have to
always
about
these conditions.
Where one feels resigned
under
theworry
weight
of mistake.
I am offering you a chance, on behalf of Lord Death, an opportunity
to change both your afterlife and the Spiritual Realm as we know it.  
You can become a Redeemer. Redeemers, under Lord
May that
one find strength to strike a match.
Death’s command, squelch the scourges that are Forlorn, who feast
upon
spirits that
inhabit
realm.night that seeps in our ears.
Send the
it hissing
against
thethis
viscous
They are Lost, like you.
There will
thedowell
everlasting
illumined.
If you
not of
want
to be like be
these
terrible creatures and
come
a brutal
demise,
I highly
becoming a RedeemTheretowill
the taste
of tears
be recommend
sweet.
er. You are awarded wonderful benefits like rapid regeneration, a
weapon of your creative choice, such as a gun, a sword, a polearm,
railguns and lasers, deployable robots, You also receive a humanoid
body, some vacation days and the possibility of
returning to the world of the living.  
Yes! Lord Death will grant you permission to return to the
afterlife if your complete your one hundred-year term as a
Redeemer.
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No, I am not kidding, and this is not a joke. Restrictions will apply,
however. You are not permitted to interact with your living loved ones; your
spiritual trace will lead Forlorn to them and devour their souls. And we don’t
want that, now do we?  
What is better than serving your fellow man in the most selfless, beneficial way possible? A clean Realm is a semi-happy Realm!  
Lord Death does not wish to to force this upon you. It is completely
up to you whether you choose the path of the Redeemer, but understand that
becoming a Redeemer is the best option for you, your afterlife and the Spiritual
Realm!
Now, what will you choose?  

The Anthology 2019 Staff
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Michael Guidry is currently pursuing a Master’s in
Marketing at Winthrop University, where he works as a Business
Consultant, tutor, and Editor-in-Chief of The Anthology. His work
has held the title of “Top Rated” at Every Day Fiction, and has been

Michael Guidry

Editor-in-Chief

made into audio productions through Chilling Tales for Dark Nights.
Michael’s passion for writing began in elementary school, where
he wrote stories about giant mosquitoes and human/rocket hybrid
heroes. He likes to think his writing has improved since then.
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Exercise

in Writing Tension

Michael Guidry

He was an hour from town when the needle teased over
EMPTY. Lea slept quietly in her car seat, head bobbing with the
gentle ridges of the interstate. He took exit 57, letting out an exhausted groan in response to the evening. The clock above the radio
told him how late he already was, how stupid he’d been for attempting the drive tonight at all. His phone died an hour before. Amanda
must be pacing the floors, dialing and dialing his dead cell.
The only gas station he found was a local chain with a sign
faded past any chance of legibility. He pulled into the first open
pump behind a rusty green truck. In his haste, he drove forward
too far. The front bumper of his Focus made a soft crunch against
the truck’s scarred rear. He cursed under his breath and checked on
Lea. Still asleep. In his rearview mirror he could see the station’s
convenience store, where the truck’s driver presumably was. No one
came. He reversed as gently as his foot allowed, then exited the car.
The truck was already such a shit-show, he couldn’t tell where he’d
scraped it. He peeked at Lea again, filled up the tank, and opened his
door.
“You think I’m stupid, mister?” a voice spoke, slowed by
southern drawl.
He turned to the man, whose face hid behind a black beard.
The man removed a cigarette from between cracked lips, sprinkled
its ashes, and stared with bloodshot eyes.
“I saw you hit my car,” the man said, pointing to the truck.
“Were you just gonna leave? That’s illegal, you know. That’s a
fuckin’ crime.”
“I don’t think I hit you,” he said, seeing that the man stood
half a foot taller than himself.
The man pinched his cigarette again and waved it toward his
truck. “I said I saw you. Didn’t call the police, or write a note. You
was just gonna up and leave.” The man pressed a hand against the
trunk of the Focus. “Don’t appreciate that.”
“I’m sorry,” he said, lifting a leg into the driver’s seat. Lea
opened her eyes.
“Wouldn’t do that. I’ll follow you. Think I’ll call the police
now. You stay there.”
“I’ll just give you my info, how’s that?”
“You already tried and run. Can’t trust you, mister.” The
man pulled a phone from his pocket and dialed more than three
numbers. “Yeah, we got a little incident up the road. At Billy Pumps.
Mhm, you hurry now,” the man laughed at something and hung
up. “They’ll be here soon. If I were you, I’d stop being so damn          
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fidgety.”
“Dada?” asked Lea from her car seat. He forced himself not to respond.
“Someone else in there?” asked the man, taking a step closer.
“Dada?” Lea repeated, louder.
The man let his cigarette fall and licked his teeth. “Well, well. Dada’s
gotta good lesson to teach now, don’t he?” He took another step forward.
Without a word to the man, he threw himself into the driver’s seat and
slammed the door.
“Hey, what the fuck?” the man screamed, pounding his fists against the
window.
He applied full force to the pedal and veered right of the green truck,
scraping its corner. Another truck pulled into the station. The man yelled at it
and pointed to the Focus, which sped out onto the highway as Lea cried.
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2019 Anthology Contributors
Dartanyan Ball is a senior Individualized Studies major and aspiring writer who loves science fiction, fantasy and really any genre of
story with heart (and maybe a little humor). His favorite stories explore unique perspectives on life. He hopes to one day inspire others
to create and share art.
Lillian Barfield is an English major with a minor in Philosophy.
She has a love for writing short fiction, and a newfound passion for
poetry, thanks to the wonderful classes she’s experienced
and professors she’s had at Winthrop. In the future, she plans to
publish more of her works, and looks forward to finding contentment
and joy in the things she will create.
Tessa Benoit is a senior Photography major with a concentration in
fashion and portraits. She hails from Leominster, Massachusetts, but
currently resides in Columbia, SC. In her spare time, she enjoys the
company of Frank Sinatra and a nice glass of 2013 Ruffino Chianti
Classico.
Julia Breitkreutz is a freshman English major at Winthrop University. Although she still has many books to explore, Julia’s favorite
authors would be Toni Morrison and Joyce Carol Oates. In her free
time, Julia enjoys going on hikes and painting abstract human faces.
Malik D’Angelo Brown a native of St. Stephen, SC, is a junior
Middle Level Education major with a coaching minor at Winthrop.
His interests include gaming, poorly singing along to R&B, laughing until his stomach aches, listening to podcasts, and working with
children in the community. Malik hopes to one day earn a master’s
degree and a doctorate in education related fields so that he can impact schools beyond the classroom.
Maggie Claytor is a current junior BFA candidate majoring in Art
with a duel concentration in painting and photography. At Winthrop
she is involved in the Union of Student Artists, The Johnsonian, and
the Close Scholars Foundation. This summer she will be the photographer for Camp Seneca Lake in Penn Yan, NY.
Edie Estes is a senior Art Education major who spends her free time
collecting antiques and wearing funny socks.
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Natalie Huxtable is a sophomore Graphic Design Major. She enjoys
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David Johnson is a senior history major and geography minor.
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Lizzy Kleinkauf is a political science major with a double minor in
psychology and Spanish. She is an amateur photographer and loves
to do landscape/nature shots - especially with the sky!
Eli McHone is a second year illustration student with dreams of
illustrating until his physical form dissipates. He is interested in children’s book/graphic novel illustration and visual development work.
There is a passion for illustration deep in his stomach that drives him
forward to create more.
Madison McMurray is a Junior English major who loves reading
and writing, but never seems to find the time to do either.
Keelie Mlay is a Senior in English Secondary Education. When she
is not planning her next unit of British Literature, she writes, plays
with her pets, and enjoys spending time with family and friends. She
has just finished writing her first YA novel—the first in a series—and
looks forward to more publishing opportunities in the future. She
also loves acting, music, and taking any chance to make an absolute
fool of herself.
Laura Munson is a junior integrated marketing communications
major and theatre minor from Easley, South Carolina. She has
always had a passion for storytelling and poetry, and is working on
self-publishing her first fiction novel. She hopes to pursue a career
in IMC while writing stories on the side, and to pet as many dogs as
possible before graduating college.
Catherine Nunn is a senior finishing her degree in English creative
writing with a Spanish minor. She owns one dog as an emotional
support animal that helped to inspire this piece, and hopes to one day
combine her passion for writing with working and training dogs.
Alanna O’Brien is a junior/senior studying psychology with a
minor in photography. Her love for photography began five years
ago, and it has continued into college. After graduating in December
2019, Alanna plans to pursue photography in hopes of working in
campaigns or portraiture.
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Krystal Pasciak is an English Education major in her third year
here at Winthrop. She enjoys knitting, reading young adult literature, watching Hulu, and writing poetry and short fiction in her free
time. After graduation, she hopes to become a full-time teacher in a
nearby school district.
Alexandra Pennington is a Sophomore English major and Educational Studies minor from the small town of Pelion, South Carolina.
She is an unpredictable and lively nerd who enjoys nothing more
than to escape into the fantastic worlds of fiction and fright through
both books and films. She is exhilarated by the joy of storytelling so
much that she has definitive plans of becoming a published author
who writes in all kinds of extraordinary genres.
Elizabeth Ponds is an alien human currently writing a Creative
Nonfiction book about her fundamentalist home-schooled upbringing that she has escaped in favor of a godless, vegan life. She is now
taking out loans for her Master of Social Work to hopefully work
many low-paying but emotionally rewarding jobs after successfully
(and selflessly) not using her Bachelor’s in Creative Writing for any
sort of financial gain.
Wiktoria Piotrowskka-Ruchala
Ashley Roberts is a second semester freshman at Winthrop University, and is currently enrolled as a Fine Arts major with a concentration in Photography. She has been exploring her abilities with other
mediums, and hopes to combine her skills to create something new
in the future.
Shaniya Simmons is a freshman Political Science major with a minor in Theatre. With her major and minor, she hopes to one day work
in Public Policy with an emphasis on the arts in different communities. Along with writing, her hobbies include acting, singing, dancing, and spending time with her friends.
Ariel Smith is a 3rd-year Social Work student. She has an interest in
community service and writing fiction short stories and poems in her
free time.
Casey Smith is a junior English major from Lexington, South Carolina. Pluto is in her twelfth house.
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Beth Warnken is a Sophomore English Education Major from
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